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Outpost24 CORE 
Unified Exposure Management

Achieve better cyber resilience with complete threat visibility and mitigation guidance 

Managing threat exposure with a manual, siloed, and reactive approach is no longer effective. Without a unified 
view of an organization’s exposure, it is impossible to understand where the security gaps are and prioritize 
mitigation efforts that will prevent likely attacks.

Outpost24 CORE provides actionable insight of your organization’s entire attack surface, from infrastructure to 
applications and user access. It helps security leaders and their teams understand, monitor and report on their Key 
Risk Indicators (KRIs) and efficacy of their mitigation activities. 

• Consolidate siloed vulnerability and threat data across full stack technology into a single dashboard for total 
visibility

• Dynamic asset grouping and reporting on how risks are being controlled and mitigated across technology 
layers and business units to inform decision-making

• Quantitative risk score based on the likelihood of exploitation and business impact to ensure security 
resources are deployed effectively

Outpost24 CORE provides comprehensive, unified exposure management across network and cloud 
infrastructure, web applications, and user access security in one place, ensuring security teams can focus on 
triaging threats that matter to their business. With Outpost24, you can be confident that security investment 
is fully aligned with your organization and board level expectations.

Monitor Key Risk Indictors (KRI) 
and prioritize cyber risk through 

quantitative measures

Facilitate risk communication to 
key stakeholders from the board, 

executive management to business 
units leaders

Validate the effectiveness of 
security initiatives in terms of 

controls/program efficiency and 
investment areas 

Maximize the efficacy of your security resources
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Identify and prioritize mitigation with clarity

CISOs and MSSPs must connect cybersecurity to 
business outcomes

Improve cyber resilience with speed and 
confidence
Outpost24 CORE provides complete visibility of your security 
exposure by consolidating siloed vulnerability data, correlating 
exploitability, threat indicators and business impact into a 
single dashboard with easy to understand risk scoring to 
prioritize mitigation. Get a quick demo today to optimize 
security impact and improve cyber resilience for your 
business.

Unified exposure management. Better security, less effort

Continuous 
assessment and 

monitoring 

Dynamic grouping of 
assets and risk level for 

business reporting

Business logic 
mapping to optimize 
resource allocation 

Trends to monitor 
and report on risk 

reduction over time

About Outpost24 
The Outpost24 group helps organizations reduce their digital exposure with a complete range of cyber risk management solutions. Outpost24’s cloud 
platform unifies asset inventory, automates security assessments, and quantifies risk in business context. Executives and security teams around the 
world trust Outpost24 to prioritize the most important security issues across their entire IT infrastructure and accelerate risk reduction. 

GET STARTED

Vulnerability Data 
Overload

The pace of new technology and 
cloud adoption has resulted in the 
explosion of new vulnerabilities 
coming from different technology 
layers. Security teams simply don’t 
have the bandwidth and knowledge 
to deal with them all, leading to a 
widening gap for threat actors to 
exploit.

Lack of Visibility and 
Context

With growing technology complexity, 
security teams are dealing with a 
haystack of vulnerabilities generated 
by different scanners. To achieve 
total visibility and optimize efficiency, 
they need a single view of prioritized 
actions, with quantitative risk scoring 
that will guide their remediation 
efforts. 

Executive 
and Business Buy In

Convincing executives and the board 
to invest in cybersecurity is difficult. 
They don’t have time to read reports 
that they don’t understand. CISOs 
need an overview of the organization’s 
threat exposure, how it impacts the 
business, and what to do in order to 
get the buy in and resource they need.

Consolidate point 
assessment data 

from different sources

Integrated threat 
intelligence to identify 

the biggest risks

Real time, 360-degree 
view of your exposure 
on a risk grading from 

A to F

Cyber risk 
quantification 

for vulnerability 
prioritization

https://outpost24.com/products/threat-exposure-management-platform/#request-a-live-demo
https://outpost24.com/products/web-application-security/pentest-as-a-service#demo

